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Fix List for MONITOR version 7.5.9 

 

General 

 JEDS-9HZHS8 - Documents with the same file name linked by drag and drop could cause problems when 
you created new file names with the addition _1 and so on. This could only occur if the file contained 
several points in the file name and only in systems with the supplement Document Viewer. 

 AFOG-9JVKSA - Window size, screen and position on screen will be recovered when starting MONITOR after 
closing the program. 

 JLIN-9K2FG4 - The Change log mixed up Delivery method and Terms of delivery if you changed any of 
these in the following procedures: Register Purchase Order, Register Customer Order, Register 
Quote and Register Invoices Directly. 

 JLIN-9KB8WQ - If you in any Search Form had set a default that changed classification in the list, the 
cursor was placed on that classification row. Now the cursor will be placed on the first row. 

 JELA-9KGDRB - The Signature image was placed in front of the Additional text on forms.  

Manufacturing 

 FPEN-9JFALE - The Reorder Point List (Tools) procedure incorrectly displayed the parts with balance 
equal to the reorder point. Now the parts will be displayed when the balance is below reorder point. 

 CSIG-9JGAHW - The Revision button in the Preparation procedure is disabled until you have saved a new 
Part. It’s not possible to enter revision date until you have saved the Part. 

 CSIG-9JTDJ5 - If a price formula was removed from a part in the Part List – Configuration procedure, 
the part was also deleted from the system. This error could only occur in systems with the supplement 
Product Configurator. 

 JLIN-9K6CR9 - The Crystal Reports version of the Delivery schedules – subcontract form has now got the 
same layout as the standard form. 

 KJAN-9KAB3H - It took too long time to make a Pre-calculation if you had a large structure and you had 
selected to recalculate all levels. This is fixed and now the Pre Calculation procedure will be as fast as the 
Pre Calculation Selection procedure. This only applies to systems with the supplement Product 
Configurator. 

 CSIG-9KCC2K - The Manufacturing Order Log procedure shut down with a program error if you selected 
on department and classified the list on customer code, project number, manufacturing order number or 
product group. 

 JLIN-9KPG29 - If you changed Work center on an operation in the Adding / Replanning procedure, the 
linked materials incorrectly got the Operations Finish date as Mtl. Period. Now the material will get the 
operations Start date as Mtl. Period. 

 JLIN-9KQGXC - The rows were incorrectly sorted in the Delivery schedules – Subcontract procedure. 

 JLIN-9KY99U - If a part with traceability only had one location, the location window wasn’t opened when 
you reported material on a manufacturing order in the Comprehensive Reporting procedure. Now you 
have to manually select location on all parts with traceability. 

Purchase 

 LAHM-9HZGNR - International payment file to SEB didn’t manage Credit invoices correctly. Spaces should 
be used instead of zeroes before the currency code in the file. 
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 JLIN-9J6GGP - A layout improvement is made for Blanket order – Purchase when you have the form 
setting Display two order rows. 

 LREM-9JTGH8 - Crediting of debit invoice that is linked to several arrival rows caused a program error in 
the Register Supplier Invoice procedure. 

 LAHM-9KYCLB - A general change of payment files is made in the Electronic Notification LB / FB 
procedure. Payments on the same payment date weren’t sorted per supplier. 

 LAHM-9KYGGJ - Confirmation of International payment files from Handelsbanken didn’t manage all bank 
charges correctly. 

 ÖBRN-9L6A37 - When deleting supplier invoices in Polish systems, the same Consecutive no could be 
reused and double Consecutive numbers were created in the Accounts Payable. The problem occurred if 
you deleted the first invoice that you had registered in a Series without registered any more invoices in 
that Series. 

Sales 

 FOHN-9FLDWE - If you changed quantity in the Pick List Delivery Reporting procedure and you didn’t 
use tab to change field, the quantity in the advice file and the invoice basis could differ. 

 AFOG-9GJE8F - Transport date instead of Last delivery was sent in the filed for Planned delivery date when 
sending Advice to shipping agent to Apport.net. This affected the booking of shipments by DSV Road. 

 FOHN-9GRMCZ - Pick list EDI and Pick List Delivery Reporting managed max 50 characters in the field 
Customer name. Now it´s changed to max 35 characters. 

 ÖBRN-9J8HLA - News: This only applies to systems used in Poland. Credit invoices has got a frame around 
the amount and VAT amount field. The currency code is also displayed beside these amount fields and the 
VAT amount is displayed in the system currency. 

 AFOG-9JFAS9 - Shipping advice by Unifaun to DHL shippers didn’t use the setting DHL Express under Extra 
info in the Update Customer procedure to send Euroconnect Plus code. If the setting isn’t selected, the 
code for Euroconnect. 

 FOHN-9L8JF5 - News: The new routing code DSV version 140619 is implemented. 

 FOHN-9K2AQY - It wasn’t possible to use customer specific EDI Link when advising goods receiver from the 
Dispatch Advice procedure. 

 JELA-9K2JZC - Printouts of some list types from the Quote List procedure gave empty pages. 

 LREM-9K9G3P - It wasn’t possible to make a reprint of a credit invoice for Easy Invoice and Payex. 

 FPEN-9KBB6J - Reprint didn’t work in the Print Delivery Note (Delivered) procedure if you used default 
values. 

 AFOG-9KCL9U - Double rows were created during advice with format 115 in the Dispatch Advice 
procedure. 

 JELA-9KG8KZ - Depending on the direction of transmission to second-party or third-party, the information 
about receiver for E-mail now will be set in the EDI message to shipper.  

 KFTM-9KHGKZ - If you used Finish order forms, quantity was only displayed with 2 decimals on the order 
row. Now up to 5 decimals can be displayed. 

 LREM-9KPGUA - The Polish invoice forms could only display maximum 2 decimals on Price each. 

 LAHM-9KQK6D - Customers’ language codes weren’t included in the file when you exported the Customer 
register to the factoring company PayEx (Swedbank). 

 LAHM-9KRBKX - During export of CUSIN files to PayEx, information about e-mail address and VAT 
number/Corporate ID weren’t handled correctly in the file. 
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Inventory 

 JLIN-8YSJMX - The Inventory Value List procedure didn’t work properly if you used a selection of 
warehouses. This could only occur in systems with the supplement Warehouse management. 

 MARN-9K296W - A program error occurred in the Requirement Simulation procedure when you opened 
the procedure and placed the cursor on a saved row. 

 JLIN-9K6BUF - The warning message "Mandatory field is not entered" was displayed on the Extra info tab 
in the Update Part – Inventory procedure every time you saved. 

 CSIG-9KADBV - Documents linked on the Purchase tab didn’t follow its part if you changed part in the Part 
Info procedure. This could occur if you for instance had focus on the Planning tab. 

 JEDS-9KJJTZ - If you changed part in the Part Info procedure, the General tab was always displayed even 
if you had focus on another tab. 

 JLIN-9KQADH - The Check Delivery Times procedure took too long time if there were a large amount of 
Manufacturing orders in the database. 

 FPEN-9KXH2Z - When releasing purchase order suggestions, a part that wasn’t purchased Lot-for-lot cold 
incorrectly inherit a "Causing Manufacturing order" from the Part above in the list. 

Workshop Info 

 JLIN-9G7JD2 - You got several rows per Salary type if there was a comment registered on an Attendance 
recording. This occurred in the list types Recording and Total per salary type in the Recording List 
procedure. 

 JLIN-9JMAL6 - The feature Deduct from overtime didn’t work properly if you had absence from lunch to the 
end of the day on a schedule with Lunch flex. 

 JLIN-9KAGZF - During recording of indirect work linked to Project or similar, you had to select the Project 
number again every recording you made in the Recording Terminal procedure. 

 JLIN-9KDALB - Now it’s possible to see all Salary types on a recording by using the alternative Show salary 

types/Extended adjustment... on the Info menu in the Authorize / Adjust Recording procedure. A scroll 
bar is added to display all Salary types and not only the four first. 

Accounting 

 SHYS-9H5KRM - Expected result could display incorrect values for work on M-orders in the Register 
Project and Project Summary procedures. This occurred for single part production when operations on 
M-orders only had time reported and no quantity reported. 

 ÖBRN-9J2FAA - Following is adjusted in systems used in Poland: AutoCodings and AutoAllocations didn’t 
work in the Register Payments procedure under the menu Current Accounting. It wasn’t possible to enter 
the code for Cost center, Cost unit and Project under the Other payments section. 

 KFTM-9KPCHS - The Save as… function was missing in the Chart of Accounts procedure in version 7.5.8. 

 ÖBRN-9KRAUG - Adjustments are made in the Polish VAT EU report under Accounting | Current 
Accounting. Now the report will display values excluding VAT. 

Product Configurator 

 JLÖR-9KSCMX - Under certain circumstances, an incorrect selection could become registered in a 
mandatory selection group. This problem could only occur in systems using the supplement Product 
Configurator. 
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Business Intelligence 

 BKNN-9J3DTY - If you had several companies selected, of which any company was missing data, no results 
whatsoever were displayed in MONITOR BI: 

 BKNN-9K3KRJ - Departments in Factory sections didn’t fill any function and is removed. Now it’s only 
possible to select Work centers in MONITOR BI. 

 BKNN-9L7GBA - If the name of District was entered with extended characters in the Update Customer 
procedure, on the CRM tab, the data transfer to MONITOR BI could stop. 


